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ETAS FETK-T and -S
New interfaces for high-performance ECUs
The FETK is a new interface for high-performance ECUs that connects the ECU and the host
application through XCP via Gigabit Ethernet. FETK hardware is available in two versions,
T and S, for trace and serial debug interfaces.
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Feature

FETK-S

FETK-T

Microcontroller (µC) support

■

Infineon AURIX µC

■

NXP MPC57xx and STMicro-
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Data rates:

A 2 MB/s to 10 MB/s

B Approx. 300 MB/s
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Features of the two
ECU interfaces FETK-S
and FETK-T.
■

Infineon AURIX µC

■

20 MB/s (currently with

electronics EMU57xx families
Data rate between µC and

■

2 MB/s (typically)

host application

INCA V7.2)

Return time of a 128-byte signal
between FETK and prototyping
module (latency)
FETKs are available in two versions: FETK-S (left) and FETK-T (right). Both variants use a microcontroller-specific pro-

Smallest measurement grid

■

■

Via Ethernet (ES910 module): 220 µs

■

Via PCI Express: under 100 µs

50 µs

■

duction device (µC-PD) debug interface such as JTAG (Joint Test Action Group), DAP, or LFAST as access to the ECU. The
FETK-T version additionally supports the particularly powerful µC emulation device (µC-ED) trace interfaces together
with the high-performance transmission of trace data from the ECU via the serial Aurora interface.

Flash programming time

■

8 MB/s

5 µs

